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Quantum kinetic equations for nonideal plasmas: Bound states
and ionization kinetics
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Department of Physics, Universita¨t Rostock, Universita¨tsplatz 3, D-18051 Rostock, Germany

W. D. Kraefta) and M. Schlanges
Institute of Physics, Ernst-Mortiz-Arndt Universita¨t Greifswald, Domstr. 10a, 17487 Greifswald, Germany

~Received 25 May 1999; accepted 1 July 1999!

In this paper, nonequilibrium properties of strongly coupled plasmas are considered. Usually, such
problems are dealt with using Boltzmann– or Lenard–Balescu-type equations. However, for the
application to strongly coupled plasmas, these equations exhibit several shortcomings. So, it is not
possible~i!, to describe the short time kinetics,~ii !, to recover the correct~energy! conservation laws
and thermodynamics, and,~iii !, to account for the formation or destruction of bound states.
Therefore, the kinetics of strongly coupled plasmas is considered starting from the Kadanoff–Baym
equations, which are known to overcome the above limitations. This is demonstrated by a numerical
solution of the two-time Kadanoff–Baym equations in second Born approximation. To be able to
discuss approximations which are physically more interesting, it is advantageous to proceed to the
time diagonal Kadanoff–Baym equations. In first order gradient expansion, generalizations of the
Boltzmann and of the Lenard–Balescu kinetic equations are derived accounting for the bound state
problem, too. Thus, the shortcomings~i!–~iii ! mentioned above are overcome. Finally, the kinetic
equations are applied to the problem of ionization kinetics. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we discuss the nonequilibrium propert
of strongly coupled plasmas, which are essentially influen
by degeneracy and correlation effects such as dynam
screening, self-energy, phase space occupation, bound s
and lowering of the ionization energy. We will show whic
generalizations of conventional kinetic theories have to
performed in order to properly include these effects.

Usually, nonequilibrium properties of many-particle sy
tems are described by kinetic equations of the Boltzma
type,

H ]

]t
1

]E

]p

]

]R
2

]E

]R

]

]pJ f ~p,Rt !5I ~p,Rt !. ~1!

Equation~1! is an equation of motion for the Wigner distr
bution functionf which is the quantum mechanical genera
zation of the classical one-particle distribution function.
special interest here is the collision integralI, because it
accounts for the change of the Wigner function as a resu
correlations. Its form is determined by the type of the int
action between the particles.

In the case of short-range interactions, it is appropriat
apply the binary collision approximation, which leads to t
Boltzmann collision integral

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
wolf.kraeft@physik.uni-greifswald.de
591070-664X/2000/7(1)/59/9/$17.00
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I ~p1 ,t !5
1

V E dp2dp̄1dp̄2

~2p!9 2pd~E122Ē12!

3u^p1p2uT~E121 i e!up̄1p̄2&u2

3$ f̄ 1 f̄ 2~16 f 1!~16 f 2!2 f 1f 2~16 f̄ 1!~16 f̄ 2!%,

~2!

with f 15 f (p1 ,t), f̄ 15 f (p̄1 ,t),E125E11E2 , etc. This colli-
sion integral shows the typical transition probability for
two-particle process in terms of theon-shell T-matrix. Fur-
thermore, we have the usual combination of distributi
functions. Due to the phase space occupation factors
6 f ), the integral~2! is applicable to fully degenerate sys
tems, too, where the upper~lower! sign refers to bosons~fer-
mions!. For systems with Coulomb interaction, it is appr
priate to apply the Lenard–Balescu collision integral whi
describes dynamical screening effects within the rand
phase approximation~RPA!,

I ~p1 ,t !5E dp2dp̄1dp̄2

~2p!9 U V~p12p̄1!

eR~p12p̄1 ,E12Ē1 ,t !
U2

~2p!3

3d~p11p22p̄12p̄2!2pd~E122Ē12!

3$ f̄ 1 f̄ 2~16 f 1!~16 f 2!2 f 1f 2~16 f̄ 1!~16 f̄ 2!%.

~3!

In Eq. ~3!, the transition probability is expressed in terms
il:
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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the dynamically screenedpotential. In both collision inte-
grals, ~2! and ~3!, there is a delta distribution providing th
conservation of thekineticenergy~only! before and after the
collision.

Kinetic equations of Boltzmann-type~1! are of funda-
mental importance because they describe the irreversible
laxation towards the equilibrium state starting from arbitra
initial conditions, and they are the basis of transport theo
Figure 1 gives a numerical demonstration for a spatially
mogeneous nonequilibrium plasma showing the time evo
tion of the Wigner distribution based on a numerical solut
of a Boltzmann-type equation with the collision integral~3!
using the RPA dielectric function in the static limit. The fin
state is the Fermi distribution function, and during the rela
ation, kinetic energy~only! is conserved.

Though Boltzmann-type kinetic equations are essen
tools in physics, there exist many problems and substan
shortcomings. We give some examples.~i! The short-time
behavior (t,tcorr) cannot be described correctly.~ii ! The ki-
netic equation conserves the kinetic energy^T& only instead
of the total energŷ T&1^V&. This is unphysical, especiall
for strongly correlated many-particle systems.~iii ! No bound
states~atoms! are accounted for.~iv! The equilibrium distri-
bution function describes ideal particles only. Therefo
generalizations have to be formulated. Rather general kin
equations were given already by Prigogine,1 Resibois,2

Balescu,3 Zwanzig, Zubarev, and others. These authors c
sidered evolution equations for classical distribution fun
tions having the shape

] f ~ t !

]t
5F1~ t !1E

0

t

dt1G0
1~ t2t1! f ~ t1!. ~4!

FIG. 1. Numerical demonstration of the irreversible time evolution of
Wigner distribution function from the solution of the Boltzmann equati
with the collision integral~3! using the RPA dielectric function in the stati
limit. Parameters are chosen for electrons in a bulk semiconductor~GaAs!.
The initial state is taken to be a special nonequilibrium distribution. T
final state is the Fermi distribution function.
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.
-
-

-
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Here, the first right-hand side~RHS! term accounts for the
influence of initial correlations, and the integral describ
memory effects by integration over the past. For such type
equations, Prigogine introduced the termnon-Markovian
evolution equations.

In this paper, we show how to systematically set up
quantumkinetic theory for nonideal plasmas which accoun
for the features just mentioned and which overcomes
shortcomings of Boltzmann-type equations.

II. GENERALIZED KADANOFF–BAYM EQUATIONS

The starting point for our further considerations are t
generalized Kadanoff–Baym equations4 ~KBE!, which are
equations of motion for the two-time single-particle corre
tion functionsg1

:(118),

S i
]

]t1
1

¹1
2

2mDg1
:~118!2E dr̄1SHF~r 1r̄ 1t1!g1

:~ r̄ 1t1t18!

5E
t0

t1
d1̄@S.~11̄!2S,~11̄!#g1

:~ 1̄18!

1E
t0

t18d1̄@S:~11̄!1S in~11̄!#@g1
.~ 1̄18!2g1

,~ 1̄18!#;

15~r1 ,t1!. ~5!

The KBE are essentially determined by the self energy fu
tions S:(11̄) which are defined by

E
C
d1̄S~11̄!g~ 1̄18!56 i E d2V~12!g12~121821!, ~6!

whereC means integration along the Keldysh time conto
In generalization of the usual KBE, Eq.~5! contains a term
S in(11̄) which describes the influence of initial correlation
on the evolution.5,6 This term is defined by the two-particl
correlation function at the initial time,g12

C (t0), and is given
by

S in~118!56 i E d2V~122!

3E dr̄1dr̄2dr̄̄1dr̄̄2$g12
R ~1,2;r̄ 1t0 , r̄ 2t0!

3g12
C ~ r̄ 1r̄ 2r 18 r̄̄ 2 ;t0!g1

A~ r̄̄ 2t0,21!%d~ t182t0!. ~7!

The correlation functionsg1
: occurring in the KBE can be

understood as a far-going generalization of the distribut
function. The evolution ofg1

, along the diagonalt15t18 in
the t1– t18-plane yields the time-dependent Wigner functio
f (p,t)56 ig,(p,tt). However, due to the two-time depen
dence,g1

: contain more information. Their behavior perpe
dicular to the diagonal reflects the correlations in the plas
~single-particle spectrum!. This is most clearly seen in th
spectral functiona(ptt8)5 i @g.(p,tt8)2g,(p,tt8)#, for an
illustration, see Figs. 2 and 3. Furthermore, the correlat
functions determine the thermodynamic and transport qu
tities. For example, the average potential energy is given

e
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^V&56
i

4 E dr H i
]

]t1
2 i

]

]t18
2

¹1
2

2m
2

¹18
2

2mJ
3g,~r1t1 ,r18t18!r15r

18 ,t15t
18
. ~8!

Thus, the correlation functionsg1
:(118) determine all one-

particle and two-particle properties of plasmas both in eq
librium and nonequilibrium.

The self-energy functionsS occurring in~5! have to be
approximated conveniently. If only the Hartree–Fock se
energySHF(r 1r̄ 1t1) is retained and the correlation contrib
tions S:(11̄) are neglected, we arrive at Vlasov-type equ
tions. In general, the self-energy is, according to Eq.~6!,
defined by the two-particle correlation function. An impo
tant advantage of the nonequilibrium Green’s function
proach is that it provides highly efficient quantum fiel
theoretical methods for systematically deriving consist
approximations to the self-energy.

The Kadanoff–Baym equations~5! have the following
properties:~i! They include all quantum effects~arbitrary
degeneracy!. ~ii ! The equations are valid without any restri
tion with respect to the time and allow to include arbitra
binary correlations at the initial timet0 . ~iii ! From these
equations, the correct conservation laws of an interac

FIG. 2. In order to demonstrate specific features, the Kadanoff–Baym e
tions were solved for ideal particles. For fixed momentum, the results for
spectral function of electrons are plotted in thet8,t-plane. Perpendicular to
the diagonalt5t8, the spectral function oscillates with the one-particle e
ergy,v5E(p)/\. Parameter, electron degeneracynl3/250.39.

FIG. 3. If the interaction according to~9! is included, we see that the
oscillations of the single particle excitations are now modified by damp
The parameters are, electron degeneracynl3/250.39, nonideality G
5u^V&u/^T&50.0098.
i-

-

-

-

t

g

many-particle system are recovered.~iv! The structure of ap-
proximations is completely determined by the approximat
for a single function, the self-energy.

Therefore, essential progress in the nonequilibriu
theory of strongly correlated plasmas can be achieved
solving the Kadanoff–Baym equations. Due to the comp
cated structure of the equations, only numerical evaluati
are possible. Such calculations were performed, up to n
for simple approximations for the self-energy, for examp
for the 2nd Born approximation forS,

S:~p,t,t8!5E dp8

~2p!3 E dq

~2p!3 uV~q!u2g1
:~p1q,t,t8!

3g1
:~p82q,t,t8!g1

:~p8,t8,t !. ~9!

For plasmas,V(q) is taken to be the statically screened p
tential

V~q!5
4pe2

q21k2 , ~10!

wherek215k21(t) is the nonequilibrium generalization o
the Debye– or Thomas–Fermi-radius, respectively. To de
onstrate specific features, first solutions of the Kadano
Baym equations for ideal particles are shown. For fixed m
mentum, the results for the spectral function are plotted
the t8– t-plane, cf. Fig. 2. We see that the spectral function
constant along the diagonalt85t whereas, in perpendicula
direction, an oscillatory behavior is observed, where the
quency is determined by the energy of the undamped sin
particle excitations. If the interaction according to~9! is in-
cluded, we see, in Fig. 3, that the oscillations of the sin
particle excitations are now modified by damping.

Details of the relaxation of the distribution function
starting from a Gauss-type initial distribution, are shown
two time steps in the left part of Fig. 4. The final result is
correlated Wigner distribution function. At very low tem
peratures (T→0), there may be strong deviations from th
Fermi T50-distribution as a result of correlations. In th
right part of Fig. 4, we show the relaxation of kinetic, pote
tial and total energy. If initially the plasma is uncorrelate
Epot(t0)50. As time proceeds, interparticle correlatio
build up leading to an increase of the absolute value of c
relation energy~in a stable system, the total correlation e
ergy is negative!. As a consequence of total energy cons

a-
e

.

FIG. 4. The left figure shows the relaxation of an electron gas from a Fe
function atT53 K ~full line! towards a correlated equilibrium distributio
~dotted line!. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 1. The right fig
shows the buildup of correlation energy and the corresponding increas
kinetic energy, at constant total energy.
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vation, this leads to an increase of kinetic energy. T
numerical results confirm that indeed the problem of cons
vation of the total energy is solved if one uses the Kadano
Baym equations.

Thus, we demonstrated with this relatively simple e
ample that many of the shortcomings of the Boltzmann eq
tion are overcome. Further numerical results have been g
in Refs. 7–10.

III. TIME DIAGONAL KADANOFF–BAYM EQUATIONS

The static Born approximation discussed in the last s
tion is rather simple and does not describe a number of
portant physical phenomena such as bound states and
namical screening. To take these effects into account, m
complex approximations are necessary, for which it is adv
tageous to consider the time-diagonal limit of the Kadano
Baym equation which yields essentially an equation for
Wigner function. Information related to nondiagonal tim
points, i.e., fort8Þt, is lost. The diagonal equation reads

S ]

]t
1

p

m
•¹RD f ~p,Rt !

5F1~ t !1E
t0

t

d t̄1$S
.~p,t t̄ 1!g,~p, t̄ 1t !

2S,~p,t t̄ 1!g.~p, t̄ 1t !1g,~p,t t̄ 1!S.~p, t̄ 1t !

2g.~p,t t̄ 1!S,~p, t̄ 1t !%, ~11!

and is the quantum mechanical form of the general kin
equation~4!. However, like in the case of the Kadanoff
Baym equations, we retained still~i! the influence of initial
correlations,~ii ! the effect of retardation, and~iii ! the validity
of conservation laws. The RHS of Eq.~11! represents a far
going generalization of usual collision integrals.

For explicit expressions for the collision integral, w
have to solve two problems. First, we have to find appro
ate approximations for the self-energy. Second, we hav
express the correlation functions as a functional of
Wigner function in order to find a closed equation for t
latter.

For the determination of the self-energyS: we adopt, as
a physically relevant possibility, the binary collision approx
mation, see, e.g., Refs. 11–13, which is the simplest appr
mation to account for bound states. In this approximation

S1
:~ t1t18!56 iT12

:~ t1t18!g2
"~ t18t1!. ~12!

It is convenient to apply the optical theorem to express
T-matricesT12

: by retarded or advanced ones,

T12
:~ t1t18!5 i E d t̄1d t̄2T12

R ~ t1 t̄ 1!G12
:~ t̄ 1 t̄ 2!T12

A ~ t̄ 2t18!, ~13!

where we introduced the special two-particle correlat
function,

G12
:~ t1t18!5g1

:~ t1t18!g2
:~ t1t18!, ~14!

and the retarded and advancedT-matrices have to be dete
mined from a generalized Lippmann–Schwinger equatio
e
r-
–

-
a-
en

c-
-

dy-
re
n-

e

ic

i-
to
e

i-

e

n

T12
R/A~ tt8!5V12d~ t2t8!1 i E d t̄V12G12

R/A~ t t̄ !T12
R/A~ t̄ t8!,

~15!

where

G12
R/A~ tt8!56Q~6~ t2t8!!$G12

. 2G12
, %.

Another physically relevant approximation is the rando
phase approximation~RPA!. The RPA describes especiall
the dynamical screening effects. Then we have for the s
energy

S:~ t1t18!5 iVs
:~ t1t18!g:~ t1t18!. ~16!

Again we have an optical theorem which introduces retar
and advanced dynamically screened potentials

Vs
:~ t1t2!5E d t̄1d t̄2VR~ t1 t̄ 1!P:~ t̄ 1 t̄ 2!VA~ t̄ 2t2!, ~17!

which obey a Dyson-type equation which is physically intu
tive

VR/A~ t1t2!5Vd~ t12t2!1E d t̄1VPR/A~ t1 t̄ 1!VR/A~ t̄ 1t2!.

~18!

Here,P is the nonequilibrium polarization function which is
in our approximation, taken in RPA for Fermi particles,

P:~ t1t2!52 ig:~ t1t2!g:~ t2t1!,

PR/A~ t1t2!56Q~6~ t12t2!!$P.~ t1t2!2P,~ t1t2!%.

The second problem which has to be solved is therecon-
struction problem, i.e., to express the correlation function
g: as functionals of Wigner functions. This is necessary
the equation for the determination of the latter, Eq.~11!, still
contains the correlation functionsg:. The first possibility to
do this is the Kadanoff–Baym-ansatz~KBA !.4 It accounts
for quasiparticles, however it does not describe retarda
effects asf : is taken only at the time diagonal,

6g:~ t1t18!5 f :S t11t18

2 D $gR~ t12t18!2gA~ t12t18!%,

~19!
6 ig:~pv,t !52pd~v2E~p!! f :~p,t !,

where we have denotedf ,5 f , f .516 f ,t5(t11t18)/2; v
arises from the Fourier transformation with respect tot1

2t18 . An improved further possibility is the generalize
Kadanoff–Baym-ansatz~GKBA! which is due to Lipavsky´
et al.14 and includes the quasiparticle approximation and f
retardation,

6g:~ t1t18!5$gR~ t1t18! f :~ t18!2 f :~ t1!gA~ t1t18!%. ~20!

Finally, the third possibility goes beyond the quasipartic
approximation, however it is 1st order with respect to ret
dation. This approximation includes the Kadanoff–Baym a
satz, but moreover it includes correlations between
quasiparticles,12
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6 ig,~v,t !52pd~v2E! f ~ t !2
P8

v2E

]

]t
~6 f ~ t !!

2
P8

v2E
~6 i !S,~v,t !12pd~v2E!

3E dv̄

2p

P8

v̄2E
~6 i !S,~v̄,t !, ~21!

whereP8 denotes the derivative of the principal valueP.

IV. FIRST-ORDER GRADIENT EXPANSION, BOUND
STATES, CONSERVATION LAWS

Let us come back to the time-diagonal Kadanoff–Ba
equation~11!, in which, on the RHS, still occur two-time
correlation functions. Whereas in the equilibrium case th
quantities depend on the differences of the two times o
now the situation is of course more complicated. Writi
g:(t1 ,t18) andS:(t1 ,t18) as functions of difference and sum
variables t12t18 and (t11t18)/2 ~microscopic and macro
scopic times!, respectively, the two time scales are coup
in ~11! due to the non-Markovian property of the collisio
integral. A decoupling can be achieved within the so-cal
gradient expansion.4 Following the ideas outlined in Ref. 12
we consider the Kadanoff–Baym equations in the so-ca
first-order gradient expansion which is here a first-order
pansion with respect to the retardation

] f ~p,t !

]t
5I 0~p,t !1I 1~P,t !, ~22!

with

I 0~p1t !5E
2`

1` dv

2p
@~6 i !S,~vt !ig.~vt !

2 iS.~vt !~6 i !g,~vt !#, ~23!

and

I 1~p1t !5
]

]t E2`

1` dv1dv2

~2p!2

P8

v12v2
@ iS.~v1t !~6 i !

3g,~v2t !2~6 i !S,~v1t !ig.~v2t !#. ~24!

Equation~22! represents a kinetic equation for the Wign
distribution function. On the RHS, the collision integrals a
given in terms of the one particle correlation functionsg:

and the self energy functionsS:. The latter are, again, func
tionals of theg:, for instance one could use the binary co
lision approximation, or the RPA, respectively. Therefo
using the reconstruction formula~21! in I 0 andI 1, one gets a
closed kinetic equation for the Wigner distribution functionf.

In T-matrix approximation, the collision integralI 1 can
be written as
e
y,

d

d
-

,

I 15
]

]t E dp2

~2p!3

3H S ]

]v
Rê p1p2uTR~v!up2p1& D

uv5e~p1!1e~p2!

f 1f 2

2E dv

2p
^p1p2uT,~v1e~p2!!up2p1&

3
P8

v2e~p1!
~12 f 12 f 2!J . ~25!

In the second contribution at the RHS of Eq.~25!, the
T-matrix has to be taken off-shell. That means that the wh
two-particle spectrum, scattering as well as binding energ
becomes accessible. Inserting a bilinear expansion for
T-matrix, one is able to separate bound state and scatte
state parts. This expansion reads

iT12
:~v,t !5(

K
VuCK&^CKuVNK

:2pd~v2EK!, ~26!

with wave functionsuCK& and energy eigenvaluesEK fol-
lowing from the effective Schro¨dinger equation:

~EK2e~p1 ,t !2e~p2 ,t !!^p1p2uCK&

2~12 f ~p1 ,t !2 f ~p2 ,t !!

3E dp̄1dp̄2

~2p!6 ^p1p2uVu p̄2p̄1&^ p̄1p̄2uCK&50. ~27!

For bound states we haveNK
,(t)5F j (P,t), whereF j (P,t) is

the distribution function of bound particles in the stateuj&;
for scattering states, it holdsNK

,(t)5 f (p1t) f (p2t).
A bound state contribution inI 1 follows only from the

off-shell T-matrix in ~25!, and we get

I 15I scatt
1 1

]

]t E dp2

~2p!3 (
jP

^p1p2uC jP&^C̃ jPup2p1&F j~P!,

~28!

with j, P being the set of quantum numbers of bound sta
If we consider the bound states to be a new species, we h
now a three component system consisting of free electro
ions and atoms. It is obvious to introduce the distributi
function of free electrons by

f F~p1t !5 f ~p1t !2E dp2

~2p!3 (
jP

^p1p2uC jP&

3^C̃ jPup2p1&F j~P;t !. ~29!

We arrive at a generalization of the Boltzmann equat
which has the compact structure,12

d

dt
f F~pt !5S 11

1

2
e

d

dt

d

de D I B~p,e!5I B~p!1I R~p!, ~30!

with e→0, and whereI R(p) includes all 1st order retardatio
terms which arise fromI 1 as well as fromI 0 @from the use of
the optical theorem~12!, and from ~21!#. The term I B(p)
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5 lim
e→0

I B(p,e) is the local contribution, i.e., without retar

dation, cf. Eq.~2!. The collision integralI B(p,e) is given by

I B~p1 ,e!5E dp2dp̄1dp̄2

~2p!3 E dv

2p

3H 2e

~v2E12!
21e2

2e

~v2Ē12!
21e2

3uTR~v1 i e!u2@N̄12
, N12

. 2N̄12
. N12

, #J , ~31!

where we used the abbreviationsN̄12
, 5 f̄ 1 f̄ 2 ,N12

. 5(16 f 1)
3(16 f 2).

Similar considerations can be done in the case of a g
eralized Balescu–Lenard equation. Here, one gets fro
retardation expansion a kinetic equation similar to Eq.~30!,
but now one has instead ofI B(e) a generalized Balescu
Lenard term,15

I BL~p1 ,e!5E dp2dp̄1dp̄2

~2p!9 E dv

2p

3
2e

~v2E11Ē1!21e2

2e

~v1E22Ē2!21e2

3U V~p12p̄1!

eR~p12p̄1 ,v!
U2

@N̄12
, N12

. 2N̄12
. N12

, #. ~32!

On behalf of Eqs.~28!, ~29!, the kinetic properties of the
plasma are influenced by bound states only, if the temp
change of the occupation number of bound states is diffe
from zero, i.e., if there occurs a formation or a decay
bound states in three-particle collisions. Furthermore,
nonequilibrium systems, the distribution functionsf F andF j

are independent. Therefore, an extension of the binary c
sion approximation to three-particle collisions is necessa
Moreover, we still have to consider an equation for t
bound states. The result is a set of coupled equations

d fF~p,t !

dt
5I B~p,t !1I R~p,t !1I 3

0~p,t !,

~33!
dFj~P,t !

dt
5I j

scatt~P,t !1I j
react~P,t !.

Here, in the equation for the free particles there was inclu
a three-particle collision term describing all possible thr
particle collision processes~including bound state formation
and decay!. The reaction termI reactprovides for the possibil-
ity of changes of the composition by three-particle collisio
in the kinetic equation for the bound state distribution fun
tion and will be discussed in Sec. V. In the way sketch
above, we have solved a further problem, the introduction
bound states into the kinetic theory.

In the framework of the kinetic theory in gradient expa
sion presented above, we could show that the energy con
vation holds,12 for an approach basing on density opera
techniques see Ref. 13,
n-
a

al
nt
f
r

li-
y.

d
-

s
-
d
f

er-
r

d

dt
$^T&1^V&%50. ~34!

In the case of the binary collision approximation, we get
the mean value of the potential energy

^V&bin.coll.5^V&HF1
1

2
Tr12

3F uTR~Ē!u2
P

E2Ē
$N12

, N̄12
. 2N̄12

, N12
. %G , ~35!

where Tr denotes the trace. Here, the bound states come
the play via the off-shellT-matrix.

In RPA, the mean value of the potential energy is e
pressed in terms of the dynamically screened potential

^V&RPA5^V&HF1
1

2
Tr12

3F uVs
R~Ē!u2

P
E2Ē

$N12
, N̄12

. 2N̄12
, N12

. %G . ~36!

With these expressions for the mean value of the pot
tial energy, the equation of state~EOS! may be derived from
the well-known charging formula,11

p2p052
1

V E
0

1 dl

l
^lV&l . ~37!

Inserting~35! or ~36! into ~37!, one gets the thermodynamic
in the approximation of the second virial coefficient, or
the quantum ring sum, respectively.

V. DYNAMIC SCREENING EFFECTS IN IONIZATION
AND RECOMBINATION RATES

In the previous section, the system of kinetic equatio
~33! was given to describe the nonequilibrium properties
plasmas which are influenced by the existence of bo
states. In addition to the free particle kinetics, the kinetics
bound states in different statesuj& is included taking into
account elastic, inelastic, and reactive three-particle p
cesses. In this way, the kinetic equations~33! form the basic
equations to describe the ionization and population dynam
in dense nonequilibrium plasmas. In this section, we w
focus on the population dynamics of atomic and ionic bou
states in spatially homogeneous hydrogenlike plasmas
sisting of free electrons and ions with densitiesne and ni ,
and of two-particle bound states with densitynj .

We will show how the many-particle effects relevant f
strongly coupled plasmas influence the reaction rates. To
this we start from a quantum kinetic equation for the dis
bution functions of bound states including dynamic scre
ing in the collision terms of elastic, inelastic and reacti
processes. In Ref. 16, such a kinetic equation was der
starting from the Bethe–Salpeter equation for the tw
particle correlation functions. The effective interaction ke
nel was determined in the frame of the polarization appro
mation and could be expressed in terms of the dynamic
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screened Coulomb potential. Then, the following Lenar
Balescu-type kinetic equation for the distribution function
bound particles in the stateuj& could be obtained,

]

]t
F j~P,t !5I j

scatt~P,t !1I j
react~P,t !. ~38!

Here, the first collision integral describes the elastic and
elastic scattering processes

~a1b!1c↔~ ā1b̄!1 c̄.

The explicit expression is

I j
scatt~P,t !5

~2p!4

V (
j̄ ,c

E dP̄

~2p!3

dp

~2p!3

dq

~2p!3 zc
2uPj P, j̄ P̄~q!u2

3uVR~q,Ej̄ ~P̄!2Ej~P!u2d~Ej~P!1ec~p!

2Ej̄ ~P̄!2ec~p1q!!3$@12 f c#@11F j # f̄ cF̄ j̄

2 f cF j@12 f̄ c#@11F̄ j̄ #%. ~39!

The second contribution describes the formation and the
cay of bound states in three-particle collisions

~a1b!1c↔ā1b̄1 c̄

and is given by

I j
react~P,t !

5
~2p!4

V (
j̄ ,c

E dp̄a

~2p!3

dp̄b

~2p!3

dp

~2p!3

dq

~2p!3

3zc
2uPj P,p̄ap̄b

~q!u2uVR~q,Ej~P!2 ēa2 ēb!u2

3d~Ej~P!1ec~p!2ea~ p̄a!2eb~ p̄b!2ec~p1q!!

3$ f̄ a f̄ b f̄ c@11F j #@12 f c#2@12 f̄ a#

3@12 f̄ b#@12 f̄ c#F j f c%. ~40!

In ~39! and~40!, c labels the free plasma species. Like abo
we introduced the abbreviationsF j5F j (P),F̄ j5F j̄ (P̄), f c

5 f c(p), f̄ c5 f c(p1q), etc., the atomic form factorsPKK8 are
given below,~43!.

Let us discuss the expression for the collision integra
The energiesea are quasiparticle energies which we consid
in the so-called rigid shift approximation,11 i.e., ea(p)
5ea

0(p)1Da with Da being a thermally averaged sel
energy shift. The bound state energiesEj (P)5Ej

0(P)1D j

are determined by an effective Schro¨dinger equation.11,16

The transition rates in~39! and~40! are given in terms of the
dynamically screened interaction potentialVs(q,v), by the
atomic form factorPK,K8 , and by the set of distribution
functions including phase space occupation effects. In g
eral, the screened potential is determined by the scree
equation~18!. In local approximation and after Fourier tran
formation with respect to the difference variables, the
tarded screened potential can be written as

Vs
R~q,v!5

V~q!

eR~q,v!
~41!
–
f

-

e-

,

.
r

n-
ng

-

with V(q)54pe2/q2 being the Coulomb potential, an
e(q,v) being the retarded plasma dielectric function. T
macroscopic variables were dropped for simplicity. The
electric function is considered in RPA,

e~q,v!512(
a

Vaa~q!Paa
RPA~q,v!, ~42!

which accounts for the contribution of free particles to t
screening determined by the free particle polarization fu
tion Paa

RPA. Of course, a consistent treatment of screening
partially ionized plasmas requires the inclusion of the con
butions of two-particle bound and scattering states, i.e.,
has to go beyond the RPA. This was considered in the w
of Klimontovich,17 of Röpke and Der,18 and recently, for
nonequilibrium systems, based on real-time Green’s func
technique, in Ref. 16.

The atomic form factor describing the bound–boun
and bound-free transitions is given by

PK,K8~q!5E dradrbCK* ~rarb!~zae2 iq–ra

1zbe2 iq•rb!CK8~rarb!, ~43!

where K and K8 denote the set of quantum numbers, i.
K5P, j for bound states andK5pa ,pb for scattering states
and za is the charge number. The wave functionsCK are
determined by an effective Schro¨dinger equation as given b
~27! which accounts for the influence of many-particle e
fects on the two-particle states.

Now, the kinetic equation~38! can be used as the star
ing point for the derivation of rate equations, which are o
tained by integration with respect to the momentum. O
the collision terms of inelastic and reaction processes c
tribute to the rate equation,

]nj

]t
5(

j̄
~nenj̄K j̄ j2nenjK j j̄ !1~nine

2b j2nenja j !.

~44!

K j̄ j are the coefficients of collisional excitation~deexcia-
tion!, and a j ,b j are the impact ionization and three-bod
recombination coefficients, respectively. Let us consider
coefficient of electron impact ionization. From the reacti
term of the kinetic equation~38!, we get in adiabatic ap-
proximation (me!mi),

19,20

a j5
~2p!3

ne
E dp̄

~2p!3

dp

~2p!3

dq

~2p!3 uPj ,p̄~q!u2

3U V~q!

e~q,I j
eff1e p̄

0!U
2

2pd~ I j
eff1e p̄

02ep
01ep2q

0 !

3@12 f e~p2q!#@12 f e~ p̄!# f e~p!, ~45!

where we introduced the effective ionization energy

I j
eff5uEj

0u1De1D i2D j . ~46!

In the following, the electron distribution function is as
sumed to be a local equilibrium one. Furthermore, we c
sider the nondegenerate case which allows to writea j in
terms of a cross section, i.e.,
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a j5
8pme

~2pmekBT!3/2E
I j
eff

`

dees j
ion~e!expS 2

e

kBTD ~47!

with the total cross section for impact ionization from t
atomic statej,

s j
ion5

8p\2

pe
2aB

2 E dVpe

4p E
0

p̄max
dp̄p̄2dV p̄E

qmin

qmax
dqq

3U Vee~q!

e~q,e p̄
01I j

eff!
Pj p̄~q!U2

. ~48!

In comparison to the ionization cross section of an isola
electron–atom problem, there are the following differenc
~i! the threshold is determined by the effective ionizati
energyI j

eff , ~ii ! the wave functions in the atomic form facto
have to be calculated from an effective Schro¨dinger equa-
tion, ~iii ! dynamic screening is accounted for in the electro
atom scattering potential.

In Fig. 5, numerical results for the cross section a
shown to demonstrate the influence of the many-particle
fects. To discuss dynamic screening effects, two differ
approximations are considered;~i! static screening, and~ii !,
the scattering potential is taken with the dynamic RPA
electric function, whereas the effective ionization energ
and the form factor are calculated assuming static scree
like in the model used in Refs. 21 and 22. We observe sm
deviations if the screening parameterkaB is small. However,
at higher plasma densities, the cross section including
namic screening shows an irregular behavior for high en
gies, i.e., it increases with increasing energy. This beha
is connected with collective excitations in dense plamas,
it indicates that the picture of a single electron scattering
an atom breaks down. Indeed, one can show that, wit
lowered ionization energy, the energy argument in the
electric function can take values near the plasma freque
Therefore, ionization and recombination are governed
collective effects, i.e., by absorption and emission of pl
mons. This makes the usual cross section definition uns
able. Although it is possible to calculate the ionization co
ficient according to~47!, it is more appropriate to rewrite th
basic statistical expression of the rate coefficients. For
ionization coefficient, it follows19,20

FIG. 5. Total cross section for ionization from the 2s-level of hydrogen vs
impact energy for different screening parameterskaB ~k, inverse Debye
screening length!. The hydrogen plasma is considered at temperaturT
530 000 K. Two approximations are compared; dynamic screening
cluded in the scattering potential~solid!, and static screening~dashed!.
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a j5
1

ne
E d3p̄

~2p!3 d3quPj p̄~q!u2V~q!2

3Im e21~q,e p̄1I j
eff!nB~e p̄1I j

eff!, ~49!

with nB(v)5@exp(bv)11#21 being the Bose function.
The expressions derived above make it possible to

culate ionization and recombination coefficients for nonid
plasmas. Effects of dynamic screening on ionization ra
were discussed, e.g., by Murillo and Weisheit23 who used a
modified version of the expression given by~49!, and by
Schlanges, Bornathet al.19,20on the basis of quantum kineti
theory.

Now, we will present some results for the rate coef
cients. Figures 6 and 7 show the coefficients of ionizat
and recombination for different states of hydrogenlike c
bon ions in a dense carbon plasma as a function of
electron density. The recombination coefficients were cal
lated using the relation

b j5Le
3a j exp~ I j

eff/kBT!, ~50!

with Le5(2p\2/mekBT)1/2 being the thermal wavelength
We observe a strong density dependence of the rates
increasing density. This is mainly an effect of the loweri
of the ionization energy. But there is a considerable con
bution determined by the scattering continuum. Especia

-

FIG. 6. Ionization coefficients of hydrogenlike carbon ions vs free elect
density at a temperatureT5150 eV. Two approximations are compare
dynamic screening included in the scattering potential~solid!, and static
screening~dashed!. There are shown the ratios of the rate coefficients
their ideal values.

FIG. 7. Recombination coefficients of hydrogenlike carbon ions vs f
electron density. Same parameters as in Fig. 6.
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higher lying bound states merge into the continuum~Mott
effect! and contribute there as resonances enhancing
cross section,21,22 see also Ref. 24.

The inclusion of RPA dynamic screening in the scatt
ing potential leads to higher rates compared to pure st
screening. At this point, it should be mentioned that dynam
screening is included here in a simple approximation.
course, further improvements are necessary to calculate
coefficients for high density plasmas. A self-consistent tre
ment of dynamic screening in the electron–atom potentia
well as in the atomic form factor is required. Screening h
to be considered beyond the simple RPA scheme. Furt
more, damping effects should be considered in the spe
functions of the one- and two-particle correlation functio
for plasmas at high densities.
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